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 E
nvision the following situations:  

A board of directors considers 

acquiring a competitor. A mar-

keting team decides whether to 

launch a new product. A venture 

capital investment committee chooses among 

an array of startups to fund. 

All those strategic decisions share a common 

feature: They are evaluative judgments. To make 

such tough calls, people must boil down a large 

amount of complex information to either  

(1) numerical scores for competing options or 

(2) a yes-no decision on whether to choose a 

specific path. Of course, some management de-

cisions are made without weighing quite so 

much information. But strategic decisions tend 

to involve the distillation of complexity into a 

single path forward. 

Given how unreliable human judgment is, 

all evaluations are susceptible to errors. These 

errors can stem from known cognitive biases — 

or they can be random errors, sometimes 

called “noise.” Unreliability in judgment has 

long been recognized and studied, particularly 

in the context of decision-making about hiring. We draw inspiration from that body of research and experi-

ence to suggest a practical, broadly applicable approach to reducing errors in strategic decision-making.  

We call it the Mediating Assessments Protocol (MAP), and we’ll describe it here, after discussing the under-

pinning research.

Strategic Options Are Like Job Candidates
The body of research on the job interview, the most common tool for employee selection, contains a wealth 

of information about the accuracy of evaluative judgments.1 Most companies still use traditional (unstruc-

tured) interviews to make a global evaluation. The interviewer starts with an open mind, accumulates 

information about the candidate, and then reaches a conclusion.
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Unfortunately, a vast amount of evidence indi-

cates that unstructured interviews lead to biased 

evaluations that have very little predictive value.2 

That’s because the interviewer forms a mental model 

(colloquially known as an “impression”) of a candi-

date, a process that psychologists have shown has 

three specific limitations:

1. Excessive coherence. Mental models are usu-

ally simpler and more coherent than the reality they 

aim to assess. As interviewers, if we assume, for in-

stance, that a particular candidate is an extrovert, we 

tend to ask questions that confirm this hypothesis.

2. A “quick and sticky” quality. We form our 

mental models rapidly, often on the basis of limited 

evidence at the start of the process, and we alter our 

models slowly as new facts emerge. That explains 

why, as common sense would suggest (and research 

has confirmed3), first impressions have a dispropor-

tionate effect on the assessments we make of people 

in general and on the outcome of job interviews.4 

3. Biased weighting. Our mental models often 

don’t give each pertinent fact the weight it deserves. 

We may discount important bits of information or, 

in contrast, give great weight to factors that should 

be entirely irrelevant. For example, an interviewer 

may wrongly perceive that a male candidate has 

great leadership qualities just because he is tall and 

has a deep voice. 

Such challenges in hiring are easy to recognize. 

For that reason, we do not expect all interviewers to 

agree on one candidate — and we often compen-

sate by averaging several interviewers’ viewpoints. 

What many people do not fully appreciate is 

that we use the same process of mental model for-

mation in strategic decision-making, with similar 

limitations and results.5

Suppose, for instance, that you’re selecting a lo-

cation for a new plant. You must assess multiple 

factors: labor costs, technical feasibility, regulatory 

requirements, political stability in various regions, 

and so on. You already have a mental image of the 

candidate countries and cities. As you learn new 

facts about each prospective site, the bias toward 

excessive coherence leads you to confirm that 

image, which is likely to be much less nuanced and 

less ambiguous than the reality. 

This bias may be even stronger if a team is col-

laborating on the decision:6 As a favorite plant site 

emerges, its perceived benefits are exaggerated and 

its perceived costs underestimated. Then, when the 

team reviews the merits of possible locations, early 

impressions formed in the first minutes of the dis-

cussion are likely to weigh heavily on the final 

decision. Once an impression is formed, you will 

tend to ask leading questions that support your 

early views. Because of confirmation bias,7 you will 

interpret ambiguous facts in light of preexisting at-

titudes. It takes a considerable amount of evidence 

to reverse an erroneous initial judgment. 

Finally, just as a candidate’s physical appearance 

may influence a hiring decision, certain attributes 

of a manufacturing site may carry undue weight. 

Predictably, extra weight is often given to recent 

and salient information (a case of “availability 

bias”).8 For example, you may overreact to recent 

news of political turmoil or overemphasize short-

term considerations. And given that most of us 

tend to be optimistic and overconfident in our 

forecasts, you may underestimate technical chal-

lenges in constructing the new plant. 

In short, unstructured decision-making, whether 

in job interviews or in other, more strategic decisions, 

is vulnerable to both bias and “noise.” The presence 

of noise explains why researchers find large varia-

tions whenever they systematically investigate the 

reliability of judgment.9 

What We Can Learn From  
Structured Interviewing
Dozens of studies on personnel selection have 

shown conclusively that decisions are more accu-

rate when interviews are structured rather than 

unstructured.10 Therefore, a growing number of  

organizations, especially those that put a high pre-

mium on the quality of the talent they hire, have 

adopted structured interviews. 

An early form of structured interviewing was de-

veloped in 1956 by Daniel Kahneman while he 

served in the Israeli Army, where he observed that 

holistic ratings given by interviewers were poor pre-

dictors of the future success of recruits. He replaced 

these ratings with separate scores on six attributes: 

sense of duty, sociability, energy level, punctuality, 

capacity for independent thought, and what was 

then called “masculine pride.” A simple average of 

these scores proved to predict overall performance 

KEY TERMS IN 
THIS ARTICLE

AVAILABILITY BIAS The 
tendency to give more 
weight to information that 
comes to mind easily (for in-
stance, because it is recent 
or striking) than to other,  
objectively more important 
facts. Example: giving 
undue weight to last 
month’s surprising sales  
results in the valuation of  
an acquisition target. 

CONFIRMATION BIAS 
The tendency to notice, be-
lieve, and recall information 
selectively, so as to confirm 
our preexisting hypotheses 
and beliefs. Example: pay-
ing more attention to strong 
answers than to weak ones 
when interviewing a job 
candidate who has made a 
good initial impression. 

EXCESSIVE COHERENCE 
The tendency to construct 
coherent stories from 
scant evidence, suppress-
ing the nuances and 
contradictions that are 
present in a situation.

MENTAL MODEL An  
impression of a complex sit-
uation, often less nuanced 
and more coherent than  
the reality it represents. 

NOISE Unwanted variabil-
ity in judgments that should 
be identical — or, in the 
case of a single decision, 
unwanted sensitivity to  
irrelevant factors. 

REPRESENTATIVENESS 
BIAS The tendency to 
judge by similarity to a cate-
gory, instead of referring to 
relevant frequencies and 
probabilities. Example: 
overestimating the probabil-
ity of success of a venture 
that looks similar to high-
profile success stories.
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more accurately than did an intuitive evaluation 

based on an unstructured interview. An intuitive 

prediction made after these separate structured- 

interview ratings were assigned was also useful; the 

combination of the two was the best performance 

predictor of all.

The significance of this finding, which Kahneman 

reiterated many years later,11 is that the accuracy of 

intuitive judgment is much improved by delaying  

a global evaluation until the end of a structured  

process. The Israeli Army still uses structured inter-

viewing today, as do companies such as Google, 

Amazon, and McKinsey.12  

In a structured interview, the interviewer must 

rate several key traits before making a final evalua-

tion. Scores on each attribute serve as mediating 

assessments: intermediary ratings, produced in a 

predetermined, standardized manner in order to be 

as fact-based as possible. The final evaluations are 

then derived from these ratings.

Surprisingly, although structured interviews are 

becoming increasingly common in hiring, the type 

of structured decision-making they exemplify is 

rare in other contexts. Strategic decisions typically 

involve a holistic evaluation of all available infor-

mation, without explicitly scoring key attributes. 

We think structure and mediating assessments can 

improve the quality of those decisions, as well.

Core Elements of  
Structured Decisions
MAP is a structured approach to grounding strategic 

decisions, like structured interviews, on mediating 

assessments. MAP has three core elements: 

• Define the assessments in advance. The deci-

sion maker must identify a handful of mediating 

assessments, key attributes that are critical to the 

evaluation. In the decision to acquire a company, 

for example, the assessments could include antici-

pated revenue synergies or qualifications of the 

management team. This process is similar to one a 

hiring committee would follow when creating a job 

description that outlines attributes required for 

success in the position. 

• Use fact-based, independently made assess-

ments. People who weigh in on one aspect of a 

strategic option should not be influenced by one 

another — or by other dimensions of the option. 

Their opinions should be grounded in the evidence 

available. This approach is comparable to a well-

organized structured-interview process, in which 

job seekers are scored on each key attribute solely 

on the basis of their answers to relevant questions, 

calibrated using predefined scales.

• Make the final evaluation when the mediat-

ing assessments are complete. Unless a deal- 

breaker fact is uncovered (for instance, evidence of 

accounting fraud at the acquisition target), the final 

decision should be discussed only when all key at-

tributes have been scored and a complete profile of 

assessments is available. This is similar to having a 

hiring committee review all the evaluations made 

by each interviewer on each key requirement of the 

job description before making a decision on a 

candidate. 

The use of mediating assessments reduces vari-

ability in decision-making because it seeks to 

address the limitations of mental model formation, 

even though it cannot eliminate them entirely. By 

delineating the assessments clearly and in a fact-

based, independent manner, and delaying final 

judgment until all assessments are finished, MAP 

tempers the effects of bias and increases the trans-

parency of the process, as all the assessments are 

presented at one time to all decision makers. For 

example, because salient or recent pieces of infor-

mation are not given undue weight, the process 

preempts the availability bias. MAP also reduces 

the risk that a solution will be judged by its similar-

ity with known categories or stereotypes (an error 

Unless a deal-breaker fact is uncovered earlier, the final  
decision should be discussed only when all key attributes  
have been scored.
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arising from the representativeness bias13). When 

differentiated, independent facts are clearly laid 

out, logical errors are less likely. 

Some decision makers will have an initial dislike 

for MAP, just as many recruiters still resist structured 

interviewing. The requirements may appear me-

chanical, and the limits it places on the role of 

intuition will not appeal to leaders who have been re-

warded for “trusting their gut.” Structured decision- 

making, based on mediating assessments, will be 

adopted only if it is viewed as offering a substantial 

improvement in decision-making quality.

Accordingly, we next examine MAP’s applica-

tion and benefits in two types of strategy decisions: 

large one-off decisions made by teams of executives 

or directors, and recurrent decisions made as part 

of formalized processes that, in aggregate, shape a 

company’s strategy.

Structuring One-Off  
Strategic Decisions 
Let’s return to the example of a large company that 

is contemplating a major acquisition. A deal team, 

assembled to perform due diligence, begins by 

identifying key issues — revenue and cost syner-

gies, hidden liabilities, cultural compatibility, and 

so on. It prepares a report to the board, with chap-

ters that cover each issue. In the subsequent board 

meeting, the chair leads a thorough discussion in 

which members state their view of the merger and 

explain their reasoning. Questions are asked and 

answered, and the concerns that emerge are dis-

cussed in depth. Eventually, a vote is taken.

This approach is thorough and professional and 

seems unobjectionable. However, it resembles un-

structured interviewing in a critical respect: The 

conclusion is drawn directly from a global image of 

the case, an image that emerges spontaneously and 

gradually as information is considered. In contrast, 

structured decision-making requires leaders to 

make separate, explicit assessments of each aspect 

and to use those assessments as the basis for a deci-

sion. In the case of the possible acquisition, it would 

proceed as follows:

•  Due diligence is completed as usual. If the deal 

team has done a good job, the key issues it has 

identified correspond to the required mediating 

assessments. The only novelty is that the deal team 

is required to conclude each chapter of its report 

with a summary rating. Each rating answers the 

question: “Leaving aside how important this topic 

is to the overall decision, how strongly does the 

evidence in this chapter argue for or against the 

deal?” Like the scoring of specific traits in a struc-

tured interview, each of these ratings should be 

based solely on the facts contained in the relevant 

chapter, not on data gathered about other topics.  

•  The agenda of the board meeting follows the 

chapters of the report. Topics are reviewed in  

sequence (unless a deal-breaker fact emerges that 

ends the discussion). Drawing on the data sup-

plied in each chapter, the board members, first 

individually and then as a group, consider whether 

to accept or amend the deal team’s proposed  

rating on each assessment. In a hiring decision, 

the corresponding step would be for the hiring 

committee to review interviewers’ scores on each 

requirement of the job description.

•  Board members are asked to refrain from making 

general comments about the acquisition until  

the mediating assessments are complete. At that 

point, ratings on all assessments are displayed. 

Only then does the discussion turn to the holistic 

evaluation of the deal. Eventually, a vote is taken.

As this example illustrates, the implementation 

of MAP does not substantially increase the overall 

burden of deciding. Trivial extra effort is required 

from the deal team to generate a summary 

When decisions of a particular type are repeated, a structured 
approach facilitates learning.
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assessment on each due diligence topic. A board 

discussion that is structured around mediating as-

sessments will be more organized and focused than 

the usual process, but not necessarily longer or 

more contentious. 

At this moderate cost, the rigor of formal struc-

ture in strategic decision-making has the benefit of 

sequencing the process such that important facts  

are less likely to be overlooked and thoughtful, self-

critical consideration of trade-offs is much more 

likely to occur. In this way, using MAP triggers con-

scious reflection. In typical unstructured decision- 

making, by contrast, we (often unconsciously) weigh 

losses more than gains, the near future more than the 

distant future, and vividly presented anecdotes more 

than dull statistics.14 

For instance, in the sequence of presentations 

and review meetings that lead up to an acquisition, 

the topics discussed typically change as new infor-

mation becomes available. As urgency mounts and 

enthusiasm about the one-off deal builds, serious 

issues may be ignored or relegated, say, to an ap-

pendix of a presentation document. Meanwhile, 

the target’s most appealing features gain increasing 

prominence, and the narrative rationale for the 

deal gets more and more compelling. It is easy to 

see how these dynamics can lead to mistakes in 

judgment. Using a structured decision-making 

process ensures that the checklist of key questions 

is defined in advance and that, at the time of final 

decision, all its elements are given sufficient visibil-

ity. This rigor limits the risk that a compelling 

narrative will sway the board. 

Our advice is not to assign explicit weights to  

assessments, as some decision theorists would  

suggest. Executives reject that type of framework 

because it mechanizes decisions and removes room 

for intuition, including the possible interactions 

among the criteria. Unlike algorithmic decision-

making, which aims to take subjectivity out of the 

decision entirely, MAP values intuition, provided 

that it is informed. The holistic judgment of experi-

enced executives is valuable, but it must first be 

prepared by a profile of mediating assessments.

Nor do we advise treating all assessments 

equally. Rather, some dimensions that are simply 

more important than others should be framed as 

make-or-break assessments and evaluated first. For 

example, when evaluating a new technology, con-

siderations such as time to market and cost are 

important, but the assessment of whether the tech-

nology will work at all is paramount.

 

Structuring Recurrent Decisions
Recurrent decisions, in aggregate, also produce stra-

tegic outcomes. Consider, for instance, launching 

new products in the fast-moving consumer-goods 

market, advancing products along an R&D pipeline 

in pharmaceuticals, or making small acquisitions in 

a broader roll-up strategy. Large organizations make 

countless decisions like these, and their collective 

impact on the business can be critical.15

MAP provides the same rigor and discipline to 

recurrent decisions as to one-off choices. In addi-

tion, when decisions of a particular type are repeated, 

a structured approach facilitates learning. Explicit 

mediating assessments make it easy to conduct a 

postmortem of past decisions, examine the reason-

ing and use of facts, learn which assessments may 

have been misguided, and revise the assessments or 

the scales accordingly. The quality of judgments is 

likely to improve further if the assessments and the 

evaluation are expressed on a relative scale. (See 

“Using Percentiles as a Rating Scale,” p. 72.)

MAP’s most important contribution to routine 

decisions is in providing true standardization. People 

who have the same role in an organization and make 

similar decisions are assumed to be interchangeable, 

but companies do not normally check whether this 

assumption is correct. However, when organizations 

test it through a “noise audit,” evaluations often differ 

by 50% or more between supposedly interchangeable 

professionals (including highly experienced ones).16 

This level of noise, which is ordinarily invisible, is ob-

viously unacceptable.  

To better understand how to structure recurrent 

decisions, consider the case of a venture capital 

firm we will call VC Co., which has redesigned its 

investment process. Like many investors, VC Co. 

followed a thorough evaluation protocol, focusing 

its attention in every case on the specifics that ap-

peared most relevant to form a mental model of the 

investment target. To improve the quality of its de-

cisions, the firm decided to adopt a structured 

decision approach. In doing so, VC Co. incorpo-

rated the key features of MAP.
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First, to predefine the critical assessments, VC 

Co. engaged in a thorough discussion of the follow-

ing question: “What are the key factors we should 

consider when making investment decisions?” The 

output was a list of criteria that would not neces-

sarily be identical for another venture capitalist, 

because they reflected the investment philosophy 

of this firm. For example, one of these criteria is a 

judgment on the target company’s founding team. 

This judgment, in turn, breaks down into specific 

subassessments such as problem-solving skills, 

technical expertise, resilience, and open-minded-

ness. Such qualities can be assessed on the basis of 

interactions with the team, its track record, and ref-

erence checks.

Second, VC Co. now ensures that its assessments 

are made separately, do not influence one another, 

and are summarized in a percentile-score rating. 

Organizing the data collection to make assessments 

independent of one another (to the extent possible) 

minimizes the halo effect. For instance, having seen 

an impressive product demo, VC Co.’s investment 

professionals may be tempted to rate the manage-

ment team’s skills favorably. MAP guides them to 

treat these as separate judgments.

Assigning a numerical rating to each assessment 

safeguards against the tendency to form overly co-

herent mental models. For instance, when VC Co. 

formulated its assessment of a target company’s top 

team qualitatively, the wording was sometimes 

ambiguous: Depending on the mental model that 

had emerged from prior assessments, a word such 

as “strong” could be interpreted as either adding to 

a positive impression or expressing doubt. With a 

numerical rating, this risk is reduced. 

Using percentile scores to make qualitative as-

sessments puts recurrent decisions into context. To 

evaluate the caliber of a target company’s founders, 

for instance, VC Co. now uses a “slate” showing the 

names of the dozens of founders to whom it has had 

exposure. Instead of asking whether a founder is “an 

A, a B, or a C,” investment committee members ask: 

“On this particular subassessment — say, technical 

skills — is this person in the same league as Anna 

and the other five founders we regard as the very best 

on this dimension? Or is she comparable to Bob and 

the other entrepreneurs we view as belonging to the 

second quartile?” VC Co. applies the same compara-

tive approach to other qualitative assessments, such 

as the potential defensibility of a company’s com-

petitive advantage.

Third, the company has formalized conduct of its 

decision meetings. Just as in one-off decisions, the 

meeting agenda follows the evaluation structure: VC 

Co. reviews each assessment separately before com-

ing to a final decision. Summary narratives that 

encapsulate a rationale for the proposed investment 

are banned until all assessments have been reviewed 

one at a time and a profile of the ratings is displayed. 

A major benefit of applying MAP to a recurrent 

How should decision makers ex-
press their assessments? Standard 
rating scales with verbal anchors 
(“very good,” “good,” and so on) 
have the advantage of simplicity. 
However, the ambiguity of verbal 
labels is a major source of noise, 
because different people use dif-
ferent words to convey the same 
underlying judgment.

Percentile scales offer a  
possible solution. Many leading 
companies already use them to  
express judgments about the  
performance of employees on  
multiple dimensions. For example: 
“Jenny is in the top 10% of the 
population of junior executives for 

raw intellect, but in the third quar-
tile for interpersonal skills.” We 
recommend extending the use of 
percentile scales to assessments 
in other domains. When evaluating 
the quality of a target company’s 
go-to-market capabilities, for in-
stance, a venture capital firm can 
ask: “How does this company 
compare with other companies in 
the same sector? Is it in the top 
10%? In the top 25%?” The per-
centile scale requires a specified 
frame of reference, understood 
and shared by all. In this example, 
“all the potential targets we have 
evaluated” would be the most  
appropriate reference class.

Percentile scales have several 
advantages over other types of rat-
ing scales. First, they require the 
evaluator to bring comparable 
cases to mind and to think of the 
case at hand as one particular in-
stance of a broader category. This 
approach, which has been called 
the outside view, is a powerful 
debiasing technique by itself.i 

Second, percentile scales allow 
individual biases to be detected 
and corrected. For example, an 
overly lenient or optimistic person 
who rates 40% of cases as belong-
ing to the top 10% will eventually 
be identified and trained to use the 
scale appropriately. When people 

have learned to use a percentile 
scale well, they are said to be cali-
brated. Improving calibration is 
another major step in reducing 
noise in judgments. 

Third, percentile ratings can 
easily be translated into policy. If 
underwriters, for instance, rate 
risks in percentiles, premiums can 
be priced on the basis of their rat-
ings, and the company can decide 
at what percentile in the distribu-
tion of risks it sets the limit of what 
it is willing to underwrite.

Percentile scales can be chal-
lenging to define, introduce, and 
administer. But the accuracy gains 
they bring are worth the effort.

USING PERCENTILES AS A RATING SCALE
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decision is that investment committee members 

have multiple chances to practice this new discipline 

and can continuously improve their skills and tools. 

For instance, each new evaluation of a founder adds 

a name to the slate, making comparisons with future 

candidates richer. 

VC Co.’s early experience using MAP did not 

slow down the firm’s decision-making. On the con-

trary, members of the firm have told us that the 

orderly flow of work in the new protocol actually 

saves time, and they have pointed to several invest-

ments where they believe it has led them to a 

distinctly better decision. Quantitative effects will 

take years to assess. 

WHATEVER ELSE IT produces, any organization is 

a decision factory. Some of its decisions are made 

by people following clear rules. But many of the  

decisions that shape the future of organizations re-

quire time-consuming deliberation, analysis, and 

the balancing of multiple considerations. Such  

decisions cannot easily be “quality checked.” To  

improve them, we must work on the processes by 

which they are made. 

MAP is one way of doing so. By adding disci-

pline to decision-making and limiting some  

well-known flaws, it brings quality assurance to 

complex decisions. While other decision support  

approaches, such as decision theory or advanced 

analytical models, share the same objective, MAP 

has some advantages. It is easy to learn, involves  

a minimal amount of  additional work, and  

leaves senior executives some freedom to exercise 

intuitive judgment, albeit after a useful delay. As  

such, it should be a valuable tool for any leader 

who aims to raise the quality of an organization’s 

decisions.
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